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Vocalization, Palestinian
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The term ‘Palestinian vocalization’ refers to
a type of vocalization system that was used
during the Middle Ages to represent the Palestinian pronunciation tradition of Hebrew and
Jewish Aramaic. The Palestinian vocalization
system was used alongside the Tiberian system for some time, but fell out of use probably around the 10th or 11th century (Alloni
1963:31–32). All the texts we possess with
Palestinian vocalization originate from the
Cairo Genizah. The first text was published by
Neubauer (1894–1895), and the first extensive
study is that of Kahle (1927–1930). Most of the
material contains Palestinian piyyu†im (poems
for liturgical use), but there are also biblical,
mishnaic, talmudic (both Palestinian and Babylonian), midrashic, and targumic texts. No text
is vocalized in its entirety as in the Tiberian
vocalization of the Bible, and often just a few
signs can be found on a page of text. Due to the
relative paucity of the material, and the lack of
uniformity regarding both the use of the signs
and the pronunciation tradition they represent,
there is no scholarly consensus concerning the
interpretation of the material, nor do we have
a systematic description of it.
2. T h e S i g n s
Two signs (given here over the letter  )בare
used to denote the vowel /a/:  ַבand  ָב. When
both signs are used, the former serves mainly
as the counterpart of the Tiberian pata™, and
the latter as the counterpart of the Tiberian
qameß. However, interchanges between these
two signs are frequent. Two signs are also used
to represent the vowel /e/:  ֶבand  ֵב. When both
signs are used, the former serves mainly as the
counterpart of the Tiberian seghol, and the latter as the counterpart of the Tiberian ßere. Like
the former pair, here also interchanges between
the two signs are frequent. The vowel /i/ is represented by  ִב, the vowel /o/ by  ֽב, and the vowel
/u/ by  ֻב. Where we would expect, according to
the Tiberian tradition, a mobile shewa, one of
the signs for a full vowel is usually employed,
mainly  ֵבor ( ַבsee § 4 below).

The signs  ֲב,  ְב, and ( ֱבthe latter two having probably developed from the first) are
used as dagesh, e.g., מש ֲמריִ ם
ָ (Tiberian ְמ ַׁש ְּמ ִרים
mëšammërìm) ‘conserve (mpl)’, or as mappiq,
e.g., אחריתה
ֲ
(Tiberian יתּה
ָ  ַא ֲח ִר±a™≥rìµ<åh) ‘her
end’, וענוֲ ָתך
ַ (Tiberian  וְ ַענְ וָ ְתָךwë-≠anw<åµú<å) ‘and
your (ms) condescension’. In some cases the
signs can be interpreted as counterparts of the
Tiberian mobile shewa (Fassberg 1990:46–47).
The sign  ֿבcorresponds to the Tiberian rafe; it
can also be used to denote a mater lectionis.
The distinction between the two phonetic
values of the letter  שis marked by small letters
above it— שׁand ( שׂthese can also be found
written below the letter), or by a dot to the
right and the left of its middle leg of the ש, as
in the Palestino-Tiberian system:  ּשand שּׁ. The
pronunciation /s/ may also be denoted by the
signs  ֲש,  ֿש, or  ֳש. Palestinian signs may occasionally be replaced by their Tiberian counterparts. Some of the signs may have additional
uses or sub-forms (for further reference see
especially Yahalom 1970:26–39; 1997:28–78).
3. C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f t h e
Pronunciation Tradition
Due to its inconsistency, Palestinian vocalization cannot be said to reflect with any certainty
a uniform pronunciation tradition. The following points, therefore, are a basic description
of the main characteristics of the vocalization, shared by some of the manuscripts. The
examples quoted below are from Bendavid
(1958), Yahalom (1997:12–27), and Revell
(1970:61–71).
(a) /a/ and /e/. A salient characteristic of Palestinian vocalization is the fact that some manuscripts exhibit only one sign for Tiberian pata™
and qameß, and only one sign for Tiberian seghol and ßere; others may have two signs for one
or both of the pairs. Even when all four signs
are used, frequent interchanges occur between
the signs for pata™ and qameß and between the
signs for seghol and ßere. Despite these significant differences among manuscripts, it seems
that the Palestinian vocalization represented,
in essence, a pronunciation with only one /a/
vowel and one /e/ vowel, thus possessing a
total of five vocalic phonemes—as opposed to
the Tiberian and the Babylonian vocalic inven-
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tories of seven and six phonemes, respectively
(for other opinions see below, §4).
(b) Qameß ™a†uf. In closed unstressed syllables, the vowel originating from an original
*u is usually pronounced /o/ in the Palestinian
pronunciation: ( ֽאזנךTiberian  ָאזְ נְ ָך±åznëú<å)
‘your (ms) ear’, ( ֽקרבןTiberian  ָק ְר ָּבןqårb<ån)
‘offering’, as opposed to /–/ in the Tiberian
pronunciation, and /u/ in the Babylonian pronunciation ( Tiberian Reading Tradition;
Vocalization, Babylonian).
(c) /o/ and /u/. These two vowels constitute
separate phonemes in the Palestinian pronunciation. In some cases, however, /o/ can be
found where the Tiberian pronunciation has
/u/. This occurs primarily in closed stressed
syllables, or in closed unstressed syllables if the
vowel precedes a doubled consonant, e.g., זבל
ֽ
(Tiberian  זְ ֻבלzë∫ùl) ‘residence, temple’, ֽחקך
(Tiberian ™ ֻח ְּקָךuqqëú<å) ‘your (ms) rations’.
This phenomenon is known from Rabbinic
Hebrew and from Galilean Aramaic (Kutscher
1969). On the other hand, in open unstressed
syllables Palestinian pronunciation may exhibit
/u/ where the Tiberian pronunciation has /o/:
נפשותינו
ֻ
(Tiberian ׁשֹותינּו
ֵ  נַ ְפnaƒšòµènù) ‘our
souls’, ( קוֻ ממיותTiberian קֹומ ִמּיּות
ְ qòmëmiyyùµ)
‘in an upright position’. In Samaritan Hebrew
both these phenomena have evolved further,
/o/ appearing almost always in closed syllables,
and /u/ almost always in open syllables (Ben£ayyim 2000:44).
(d) /e/ = Tiberian /i/. In certain cases, primarily in closed unstressed syllables, Palestinian vocalization may reflect the vowel /e/
where the Tiberian pronunciation has /i/, e.g.,
האדרוש
ֶ (Tiberian  ַה ִא ָּדר ֹׁשha-±idd<åròš) ‘should I
let myself be inquired?’ (Ezek. 14.3). This phenomenon is well attested in Rabbinic Hebrew
and in Galilean Aramaic (Kutscher 1969).
(e) Where the Tiberian tradition has a mobile
shewa we often find in the Palestinian vocalization the /a/ or /e/ signs, e.g., ( נוֽ ַתניִ םTiberian
נֹותנִ ים
ְ nòµnìm) ‘give (mpl)’, ( ֵבריִ ָתךTiberian
יתָך
ְ  ְּב ִרbërìµú<å) ‘your (ms) covenant’, ֶֽלגַ ֶדלו
(Tiberian  ְלגַ ְּדלֹוlë:gaddëlò) ‘to make him great’,
( גָ לוֻ ייִ םTiberian  ּגְ לּויִ יםgëlùyìm) ‘exposed (mpl)’.
Sometimes signs for both /a/ and /e/ are used
for shewa in the same manuscript. These different representations were interpreted by Bendavid (1958:486–487) as reflecting a mid-central
vowel [ë], which served in the Palestinian pro-
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nunciation tradition as the counterpart of the
Tiberian mobile shewa.
(f ) Shewa before yod and before a guttural.
According to Tiberian pronunciation, a mobile
shewa has the quality of ™ireq before yod, and
before a guttural it has the quality of the vowel
of the guttural ( Tiberian Reading Tradition). Although the application of both rules
is reflected in Palestinian vocalization, e.g.,
( ִמיַ ֶיצבTiberian [ ְמיַ ֵּצבmÿyaßßè∫]) ‘positioning
(ms)’, ישון
ֽ ( ִל ִאTiberian [ ְל ִאיׁשֹוןlÿ±ìšòn] ‘to a
pupil’), the latter is usually ignored, especially
in the piyyu†im, and the ‘regular’ vocalization
is found, e.g., ( ֶלעוֽ ָלםTiberian עֹולם
ָ [ ְלlåo≠òl;åm])
‘for eternity’.
(g) The quiescent shewa. In some cases Palestinian vocalization reflects a vocal pronunciation where the Tiberian pronunciation tradition
has a quiescent shewa, e.g., ( ַמ ָשליִ ךTiberian
 ַמ ְׁש ִליְךmašlìú) ‘throwing away (ms)’, יקצוֽ ר
ַ ִת
(Tiberian  ִּת ְקצֹורtiqßòr) ‘you (ms) shall sow’,
( ִת ֶש ַפלנהTiberian  ִּת ְׁש ַּפ ְלנָ הtišpaln<å) ‘will be
humbled (2/3fpl)’. As Bendavid (1958:488–489)
has pointed out, this shows that the shewa was
a flexible phonetic entity—the mobile shewa
could become quiescent and vice versa. This
flexibility of the shewa is known also from
Tiberian pronunciation, e.g.,  ֶ ֽא ְק ָ ֣רא±Æqër<å
‘I shall call’ (Ps. 18.7) as opposed to  ֶא ְק ָ ֣רא±Æqr<å
(Ps. 18.4) (cf. Bergsträsser 1918:23).
(h) Vocalization of the waw-copulative.
Where in the Tiberian vocalization we find
shurëq (i.e., before the consonants  בומ"ףb-wm-p and before a letter with shewa), in the
Palestinian vocalization we sometimes find the
signs for /a/ or /e/: תד ֶבר
ָ ֵ( וTiberian ּות ַד ֵּבר
ְ
u-µ≈abbèr) ‘and you (ms) shall speak’, וַ זרוֽ ע
(Tiberian רֹוע
ַ ְ ּוזu-zròa≠) ‘and an arm’, וַ ֶמ ֶלך
(Tiberian ּומ ֶלְך
ֶ u-mÆlÆú) ‘and a king’.
(i) In some cases the vowel /e/ is maintained before gutturals in the Palestinian
pronunciation, while in the Tiberian pronunciation it was lowered to /a/, e.g., ( ֶמ ֶלחTiberian
 ֶמ ַלחmÆla™) ‘salt’, ( ֶנ ֶצחTiberian  נֶ ַצחnÆßa™)
‘eternity’, ( נֶ עשוTiberian  נַ ֲעׂשּוna≠≥«ù) ‘they
were made’. Bendavid’s suggestion (1958:490),
that this phenomenon should be seen as a
pata™-seghol interchange, resulting from a connection between the Palestinian and the Babylonian pronunciation traditions, was rejected
by Revell (1970:64). It is more likely that
in Palestinian pronunciation the influence of
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gutturals on vowels in their vicinity was different from the influence of gutturals on vowels
in the Tiberian pronunciation; for example, cf.
Palestino-Tiberian vocalizations such as וְ ֿ ִל ֿ ְנּט ְֹע,
ֿתּוח
ְ ( ָּפsee Yahalom 1997:25;  Guttural Consonants: Masoretic Hebrew).
4. E x p l a i n i n g t h e D i f f e r e n c e s
among Manuscripts
As noted above (section 3a), manuscripts
can exhibit five, six, or seven signs for full
vowels. Several explanations exist for this
phenomenon:
(a) Bendavid (1958:484–485) and Morag
(1972:37) assume that manuscripts with
seven vowels, corresponding to the Tiberian
vowels, represent an earlier stage of pronunciation. In a later stage the oppositions qameßpata™ and ßere-seghol were neutralized. This
neutralization is reflected by the frequent interchanges between signs or by the reduced number of signs employed.
(b) Yahalom (1997:8–11), on the other hand,
assumes that fewer vocalization signs are evidence of an earlier stage of pronunciation, while
manuscripts with seven signs reflect the development of distinct vowel qualities, and therefore represent a later stage of pronunciation.
(c) Revell (1970a:109–121) rejects, on paleographic and orthographic grounds, the idea
that manuscripts with fewer signs are earlier.
He suggests that the difference in the number
of signs is evidence for different, contemporaneous Palestinian dialects, which fall into two
main groups: one more conservative, closely
related to the Tiberian pronunciation, and one
more open to changes. Revell further suggests
that the former group of dialects was spoken in
Palestine, and the latter in Egypt.
(d) Most likely, however, seems to be Eldar’s
explanation (1989:13, following Weinreich
1963–1964:230). Eldar rejects any geographical or dialectical differences; according to him
the Palestinian pronunciation tradition had
only five vocalic phonemes, and this phonetic
reality is reflected in the majority of Palestinian vocalized manuscripts, whether by the use
of five signs for full vowels, or by the frequent
interchanges of the signs  ַב/  ָבand  ֶב/  ֵב. Manu-

scripts that employ signs for more than five
vowels do not represent a phonetic reality;
rather, the vocalization in these manuscripts
should be seen as a ‘graphic Tiberianization’, a
scholarly imitation of the prestigious Tiberian
vocalization tradition (and indeed such ‘Tiberianizations’ can also be found in Babylonian
vocalization). Since most manuscripts contain
post-biblical texts, Eldar assumes that the Palestinian vocalization system was first created to
help the Jewish communities in pronouncing
their liturgical texts. This five-vowel pronunciation of late antiquity, the forerunner of the Sephardic and the pre-Ashkenazic pronunciations,
reflects the way Hebrew was pronounced when
it was still a living language in Tannaitic times,
and was not, therefore, directly connected with
the pronunciation of the Bible by the Tiberian
school.
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Vocalization, Palestino-Tiberian
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The term ‘Palestino-Tiberian vocalization’ (for
alternative terms see below, section 3) refers to
a type of vocalization that used Tiberian signs
to represent a non-Tiberian pronunciation tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic. Its two salient
characteristics are an extended use of dagesh
and rafe, and the free interchange of qameß and
pata™, on the one hand, and ßere and seghol,
on the other. Unlike its Tiberian counterpart,
Palestino-Tiberian vocalization never consoli-

